December 7, 2003, on NBC’s Meet the Press – Of all the lies she told, sitting there in her pink suit, the greatest was this – that Bush is facing troop rotation problems in Iraq because the National Guard is stretched to its limits.

A National Guard stretched to its limits. This one statement illustrates the genius of the Clintons, because it is absolutely true, and totally misleading. Here’s why.

Do you recall President Clinton and her husband, the First Draft Dodger, claiming they had “reduced the size of government” during her eight years in the White House? She did. Every single reduction came from the military. The non-military part of the U.S. government expanded while she was president. The military part shrunk.

Wholesale base closing, wholesale departures by experienced officers unhappy about being used for social experimentation and as pizza delivery boys in foreign lands, wholesale Clinton administration cowardice in the face of military challenge in the middle east and Africa, and wholesale Clinton administration support of the KLA in Kosovo. With respect to the latter, in case you didn’t know it, at the time she ordered aerial bombing on behalf of that group, it was on the official U.S. government terrorist list, and described by Interpol, the European police agency, as the number two ranked supplier of illegal drugs in the EU.

That's right. The Kosovo Liberation Army. Drug running Islamic terrorists. One other little item, there. The KLA was trained by Osama bin Ladin. Captured documents prove it.

(Besides depleting our standing forces, by the way, she used every last Tomahawk missile in the armory. And, if you would like to know who is responsible for the lack of body armor available to our troops, today, look at the defense expenditure habits of her administration. And if you would like to know why we don’t have Osama bin Ladin in custody, look to the four times she rejected offers by foreign powers, prior to 911, to turn him over to us. Also documented history.)

No model other than Joseph Goebbels fills the bill in a comparison of liars when the topic is the political commentary of this woman. Even her pink suit is a lie. It should be red.

Wake up from your complacent slumber, America. Like Massachusetts and Vermont, the state of New York is gone. Like my state, Oregon, it is infested by liberal voters who are incapable of logical thought, believe without question the tripe fed to them by their large newspapers and other liberal media outlets, and who daily support actions antithetical to their nation, their neighbors, themselves and their own children.

If you do not wake up, America, you are going to see eight more years of her. A second two terms of President Hillary Clinton.

Tim Russert, the host of Meet the Press, while interviewing the former and future president, failed to bring up any of the facts listed above. You may take that to mean that he isn’t aware of, or doesn’t believe, them. Or you may take it to mean that he has not lost his deep loyalty to liberal philosophy engendered during his days as a Democrat political activist.

Draw from my observations what you will, but remember this. It is not the first time in recent days I have said it. We are on the verge of a great victory in America. We have the White House and Congress. And we are, if the coming Bush victory is sufficiently large, about to take away liberalism’s greatest weapon of social mass destruction – the U.S. judiciary. In particular, the Supreme Court.
But, as Patton said on the verge of victory in Europe during WWII, the forces at work are in a delicate balance. We could still lose this war. Only a concentration of our will and our resources can take the day, and banish totalitarianism from the thrones of power in America.

We must do to liberals in America, in 2004, what our troops did to Saddam Hussein in 2003. Take away their power and send them into hiding. Hillary pink is Goebbellian-speak for the national fascism and international socialist sellout she personifies. It must have been an act of God that put her there in front of America on the anniversary of the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor. Whether her attack on America is a success or a failure depends, once more, on the sleeping dragon. That would be you.

Rise up, people. Crush them in 2004. Your sons and daughters are offering their blood in foreign lands in battles for freedom for others. Give of your money, your time and your votes at home, and provide those troops with a free America to which they can return.